
 

Shakti Kapoor is one of India's most successful actors and has dominated the times ever since he started his career. From his early days in "Sarfarosh" to playing the role of Shanti Bhushan in "Saat Din Mohabbat Ki Agnipariksha", Shakti Kapoor has portrayed many different roles on screen for nearly four decades. With a number of awards under his belt, this article features an exhaustive list of
Shakti Kapoor's best movies that are sure to entertain you! Scroll through to find your favourite movie or watch it all in one go here. 

Shakti Kapoor's "Aagosh Lotan" was one of the biggest hits of 2011. This page features a compilation of the best scenes from this movie. Watch the entire movie here!

The best moments from "Mere Aagosh Mein". Watch it here !

The story revolves around a family, consisting of father, mother, son and daughter. The family is faced with many challenges which test their bond as well as their skills at dealing with problems. This page features all the greatest scenes from this movie to keep you entertained! View it below!

This page features all the greatest scenes from "Gambler". Watch this movie to enjoy the best moments right here!

"How to make your wife obey you" is a short comic fantasy film, starring Shakti Kapoor. Watch this page for the best scenes from the movie!

Shakti Kapoor's "Mere Aagosh Mein" is another family drama which follows the trials and tribulations of a family. The story features father, mother, son and daughter who are faced with many problems like financial issues, gambling addiction, pre-marital relations and much more! It'll keep you entertained throughout its 2 hour run time. Watch it here!

The story follows a pair of twins in the city. The younger in love with a girl and the older in love with a boy, the two are thrown into chaotic circumstances when their parents decide to separate them. This page features all the best scenes from this movie to keep you entertained! 

Shakti Kapoor's "Desi Girlz" is a comedy-drama which centers around three sisters, who are determined to get married for money. They have no time for love and will do anything to get their desires fulfilled. This movie will keep you entertained throughout its 2 hour run time. View it here.

Shakti Kapoor's "Gambler" is an action film which revolves around Vicky John, who falls in love with a girl named Anu. She turns out to be his enemy when Bhairav does not allow her to marry him. The couple fight for this right and the hero must fight against the odds to win her heart! Watch this movie below!

This page features all the best scenes from "Sanju" starring Sanjay Dutt, Katrina Kaif and Shakti Kapoor.
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